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Approximation and Streaming Algorithms
for Projective Clustering via Random Projections

Michael Kerber∗ Sharath Raghvendra†

Abstract

Let ε > 0 be any constant and letP be a set ofn points inRd. We design new streaming and ap-
proximation algorithms for clustering points ofP . Consider the projective clustering problem: Given
k, q < n, compute a setF of k q-flats such that the functionf q

k (P, ρ) =
∑

p∈P d(p,F)ρ is minimized;
hered(p,F) represents the distance ofp to the closestq-flat in F . Forρ = ∞, we interpretf q

k (P, ρ) to be
maxr∈P d(r,F). Whenρ = 1, 2 and∞ andq = 0, the problem corresponds to the well-knownk-median,
k-mean and thek-center clustering problems respectively.
Our two main technical contributions are as follows:

(i) Consider an orthogonal projection ofP to a randomly chosenO(Cρ(q, ε) logn/ε
2)-dimensional flat.

For every subsetS ⊆ P , we show that such a random projection willε-approximatef q
1
(S, ρ). This

result holds for any integer normρ ≥ 1, includingρ = ∞; hereCρ(q, ε) is the size of the smallest
coreset thatε-approximatesf q

1
(·, ρ). Forρ = 1, 2 and∞, Cρ(q, ε) is known to be a constant which

depends only onq andε.

(ii) As our second contribution, we improve the size of the coreset whenρ = ∞. In particular, we improve
the bounds ofC∞(q, ε) toO(q3/ε2) from the previously-knownO(q6/ε5 log 1/ε).

As applications of our work, we obtain better approximationand streaming algorithms for various projective
clustering problems over high dimensional point sets. For example, whenρ = ∞ andq ≥ 1, we obtain a
streaming algorithm that maintains anε-approximate solution usingO((d + n)q3(log n/ε4)) space. This is
better thanO(nd) which is the input size and therefore, our algorithm is useful especially whenn andd are
in the same order of magnitude.

1 Introduction
Clustering high-dimensional data is an important task arising in areas such as machine learning, exploratory
data mining, computer vision, pattern recognition and bioinformatics. In this paper, we consider clustering
high-dimensional point clouds where the number of points and the dimension of the point cloud are of similar
size. In particular, we design new approximation and streaming algorithms for the well-knownprojective
clustering problem: For a setP of n points inRd, given integer parametersk, q < n, an error parameterε > 0
and an integer normρ ≥ 1, we compute a setF of k q-flats such that the functionf q

k (P, ρ) =
∑

p∈P d(p,F)ρ

is minimized; hered(p,F) represents the Euclidean distance ofp to its closest point on anyq-flat in F . When
ρ = ∞, we interpretf q

k (P, ρ) to bemaxp∈P d(p,F). Several well-known clustering functions fall in this
category. For example, whenρ = ∞, q = 0 this problem reduces to theminimum enclosing ball(MEB)
problem (whenk = 1) and thek-center clustering problem(for arbitraryk). Forρ = ∞ andq = 1, we get the
minimum enclosing cylinder(MEC) (for k = 1) and thek-cylinder clustering problem(for arbitraryk). When
q = 0, we get thek-median clustering problem (forρ = 1) and fork-means clustering problem (forρ = 2).
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†Virginia Tech., Blacksburg, USA.r.sharath@gmail.com.
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The paradigm ofcoresetsis useful for designing efficient approximation algorithms[4], especially for
clustering high-dimensional data. Typically, a coreset isa small “most-relevant” subsetC of the input pointsP
with the property that an optimal solution onC is an approximate solution forP . For many problems, coresets
can be computed efficiently and therefore they have been usedin the design of fast approximation algorithms.
Coresets are also useful in the design ofstreamingalgorithms1; see for example [11, 20, 21].

In the context of projective clustering, a slightly weaker definition of a coreset has been used2 – for k = 1,
a coreset is a subsetC ⊆ P such that the affine subspace spanned byC contains aq-flat F with d(p, F ) ≤
(1 + ε)f q

1 (P ). We letCρ(q, ε) denote the worst-case size of such a coreset for approximatingf q
1 (P ). For

problems such as the MEB, MEC,1-mean,1-median, there are coresets whose size is independent of the
number of points and the ambient dimension; see [7, 8, 22] fordetails.

Another tool for handling high-dimensional data is therandom projectionmethod [31]. At its heart is
the following well-known lemma [25] which says that an orthogonal projection of any point set to a random
O(log n/ε2)-dimensional flat preserves pairwise distances between allpairs of points; see below for a precise
statement and see [16] for an elementary proof of the statement.

Theorem 1 (Johnson-Lindenstrauss)For 0 < ε < 1, a setP ⊂ R
d of n points, andm ≥ 36 ln(n)/ε2, there

is a mapπ̂ : Rd → R
m such that

(1− ε)‖u− v‖2 ≤ ‖π̂(u)− π̂(v)‖2 ≤ (1 + ε)‖u − v‖2

for any u, v ∈ P . Moreover, a randomly chosen map̂π of the formπ̂(p) =
√

d/m · π(p) whereπ is the
orthogonal projection to am-dimensional subspace ofRd, satisfies that property with probability at least1/2.

We abuse notations and refer toπ̂ described above as arandom projectionto anm-dimensional flat.

Our results. We establish a novel link between coresets and the random projections leading to new streaming
and approximation algorithms for the projective clustering problem . First, we show that a random projection
to O(Cρ(q, ε) log n/ε

2) dimensional spaceε-approximatesf q
1 (S, ρ) for every subsetS ⊆ P . Our result can

be seen as a generalization of the JL-Lemma which only handles pairwise distances. The main ingredient of
our proof is to show that a random projection to anO(Cρ(q, ε) log n/ε

2)-dimensional subspace “preserves"
all flats defined by subsets of sizeCρ(q, ε). These results show that a very small increase in the dimension
of the projected space can preserve a lot more geometric structure than just the pairwise distances – similar
observations for different geometric structures have beenmade in [2, 12, 24, 27, 28]. As a consequence,
we argue that projective clustering is preserved under random projections. Our result also provides a new
application of coresets – smaller coresets imply better bounds on the dimension of the projected flat. Most
algorithmic applications require coresets that can be computed quickly. We only require the existence of a
small size coreset. This allows to shoot for smaller bounds on the size of the coreset without optimizing on the
construction time.

We highlight this through our second contribution. Whenρ = ∞, we show the existence of coresets of size
O(q3/ε2) (Section 3); the best previously known bound wasO(q6/ε5 log 1/ε) [22]. Our result significantly
improves the dimension of the projected space fromO(q6/ε7 log 1/ε log n) to O(q3/ε4 log n).

Our results have the following applications (Section 4):

• We obtain a generic improvement scheme for streaming algorithms for projective clustering of high-
dimensional data that approximatesf q

k (P, ρ) with high probability. Precisely, we reduce the dependence
on the dimension by projecting the arriving points and executing a streaming algorithm on these pro-
jected points. This simple approach has useful consequences: whenρ = ∞, we obtain anO((d +

1In the streaming setting, algorithms are allowed to make oneor few passes over the data and maintain an approximate solution
using a very small workspace.

2We use this definition throughout the paper
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n)C∞(q, ε) log n/ε2) space algorithm for approximatingf q
k(P,∞) which is significantly better than the

O(nd) space required to store the entire input and is close to the lower bound ofΩ(n) known for the
case whenq = 0 [3]. For k-means andk-median, we significantly improve theO(d2k2/ε2 log8 n)-
streaming algorithm by Chen [11] toO(d log n/ε3 + k2/ε8 log10 n) for k-means andO(d log n/ε4 +
k2/ε10 log 1/ε log10 n) for k-median.

• We also generically improve algorithms that compute an approximate solution for projective clustering
problems. Again, we project the input to a lower-dimensional subspace and compute an approximate
solution in the projected space. We obtain the solution ind-dimensional space by “lifting” the clusters
in projected space separately. For the approximatek-cylinder problem, our approach yields a bound of
O(n log n2k log k/ε + dn logn

ε3 ) which improves the previously known bestO(nd2k log k/ε) [7] in the sense
thatk andd are decoupled in the complexity bound.

• Since our results imply that, under random projections, theradius of MEB is approximated for every
subset of the input, we immediately get an approximation scheme for ad-dimensionalČech complex in
Euclidean space by ǎCech complex in lower dimensions. In particular, this result bounds the persistence
of high-dimensional homology classes of the originalČech complex. Very recently, these results have
been proven independently by Sheehy [30].

2 Generalized Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma
Recall the definition off q

1 (P, ρ) as the maximal distance ofP to the best fittingq-flat. We show that a random
projection to appropriately large subspaces approximately preservesf q

1 (S, ρ) for any subsetS ⊆ P . What
dimension is appropriate for a projection depends on the corresponding coreset sizeC := Cρ(q, ε); precisely,
picking aO(C log(n)/ε2)-dimensional subspace is enough.

We outline the proof of the statement before giving the technical details in the remainder of the section. For
a setS ⊂ P , we let〈S〉 denote thespanof S, that is, the subspace spanned by the points inS. We know that
any subset ofP has a coreset of sizeC whose span contains an approximately optimalq-flat F . If the distance
of F to anyp ∈ P is preserved, we can guarantee to preservef q

1 (S, ρ) approximately as well. We ensure this
preservation by the stronger property that for anyp ∈ P , the distance toany q-flat in the span ofany subset
of P of cardinalityC is preserved (Lemma 3). Note that the number of such subspaces is bounded bynC and
therefore polynomial inn.

Lemma 3 in turn follows easily from a generalization of the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma that we prove
first: for an integerc > 0, we show that a random projection to roughlyc log(n)/ε2 dimensions preserves for
all subsetS of c points the distance between any two points in〈S〉. Sarlos [28] proves this statement for the
span of a fixed subsetS (in fact, he proves it for anyc-dimensional subspace, even if it is not spanned by points
in P ). A direct combination of his result with the union bound gives a weaker bound ofO(c2 log n/ε2) for the
dimension of the projected space; instead, we have to exploit the sharper concentration of the expected length
of a vector to obtain a better bound.

Lemma 2 For 0 < ε < 1, a setP ⊂ R
d of n points, an integerc ≥ 0, andm ≥ λ · c log(n)/ε2 for a suitable

constantλ, a random projection̂π satisfies with high probability that for any subsetS ⊂ P of cardinalityc and
for anyu, v ∈ 〈S〉

(1− ε)‖u− v‖ ≤ ‖π̂(u)− π̂(v)‖ ≤ (1 + ε)‖u− v‖.

Proof: The proof of Thm. 2.1 in Dasgupta and Gupta [16] implies the following statement: When projecting
a unit vector inRd to a fixedm = O(c log n/ε2)-dimensional subspace, the probability that its squared length
does not lie in((1 − ε)m/d, (1 + ε)m/d) is at most

2 exp(−mε2

4
) ≤ 2 exp(−λc log n

4
) ≤ n−8c

3



for a suitable constantλ. As they argue, the same bound applies for a fixed unit vector and a uniformly chosen
m-dimensional subspace.

A result by Feige and Ofek [19] (see also [6]), translated in geometric terms says that by approximately
preserving the pairwise squared distances between a set of at mostexp(c ln 18) sample points belonging to an
c-dimensional subspace, we can approximately preserve the squared length of all unit vectors in the subspace,
and thus all pairwise distances; see [28, Proof of Cor. 11] for further explanations. Hence, for a fixed subspace,
we need to preserveexp(2c ln 18) ≤ exp(6c) distances. Moreover, we want to preserve distances innc many
subspaces, yielding a total ofexp(6c)nc ≤ n7c distances to be preserved. By the union bound, choosing a
m-dimensional subspace uniformly at random, the probability of success is at least1− n7c

n8c ≥ 1− 1/nc. �

The preservation of point-to-flat distances in low-dimensional subspaces is a simple consequence:

Lemma 3 Let 0 < ε < 1, P ⊂ R
d a set ofn points andq < c positive integers. With high probability, a

random projection to anO(c log n/ε2)-dimensional flat satisfies for all subsetS ⊂ P of cardinalityc, all q-flat
Q ⊂ 〈S〉, and allp ∈ P that

(1− ε)d(p,Q) ≤ d(π̂(p), π̂(Q)) ≤ (1 + ε)d(p,Q).

Proof: For anyp ∈ P and anyQ ⊂ 〈S〉, there exists a space withc+ 1 points that contains bothp andQ. Let
t ∈ Q be the point such thatd(p,Q) = ‖p − t‖. Applying Theorem 2 forc′ := c+ 1 immediately implies that
d(π̂(p), π̂(Q)) ≤ ‖π̂(p) − π̂(t)‖ ≤ (1 + ε)d(p,Q). The second inequality follows similarly, considering the
point t′ ∈ Q that realizesd(π̂(p), π̂(Q)). �

Finally, we show our main theorem that random projections preservef q
1 (S, ρ) for subsetS of P .

Theorem 4 Let 0 < ε < 1, P ⊂ R
d consist ofn points,q ≥ 0 an integer andρ a constant in∈ Z≥0 ∪ {∞}.

Then with high probability, form ≥ λ · Cρ(q, ε/2) log(n)/ε
2 with a suitable constantλ, a random projection

π̂ satisfies for all subsetS ⊂ P

(1− ε)f q
1 (S, ρ) ≤ f q

1 (π̂(S), ρ) ≤ (1 + ε)f q
1 (S, ρ).

Proof: Let S ⊆ P arbitrary. We start by showing the second inequality: By thecoreset property, there exists
a subsetE ⊂ S of Cρ(q, ε/2) points such that〈E〉 contains aq-flat F that is anε

2 -approximate solution. For
ρ 6= ∞, applying Lemma 3 withε′ = ε/(4ρ) andc := Cρ(q, ε/2), we get that

f q
1 (π̂(S), ρ) ≤

∑

p∈S
d(π̂(p), π̂(F ))ρ ≤

∑

p∈S
(1+ε/(4ρ))ρd(p, F )ρ ≤ (1+ε/3)(1+ε/2)f q

1 (S, ρ) ≤ (1+ε)f q
1 (S, ρ),

where we use the easy facts that(1 + ε/(4ρ))ρ ≤ (1 + ε/3) and(1 + ε/3)(1 + ε/2) < 1 + ε for 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1.
Forρ = ∞, the proof forρ = 1 directly carries over.

For the first inequality, we apply the coreset property on thesetπ̂(S): let π̂(E′) be a coreset for̂π(S). Let
G denote the approximate solution in〈π̂(E′)〉; it holds thatG = π̂(F ′) for someq-flatF ′ in 〈E′〉. Using again
Lemma 3, we have that

(1− ε)f q
1 (S, ρ) ≤ (1− ε

2
)(1− ε

3
)
∑

p∈S
d(p, F ′)ρ ≤ (1− ε

2
)
∑

p∈S
((1− ε/(4ρ))d(p, F ′))ρ

≤ (1− ε

2
)
∑

p∈S
d(π̂(p), G)ρ ≤ (1− ε

2
)(1 +

ε

2
)f q

1 (π̂(S), ρ) ≤ f q
1 (π̂(S), ρ)

where we use the easily provable fact that1− ε
3 ≤ (1− ε

(4ρ))
ρ. Again, the caseρ = ∞ is analogue toρ = 1. �

As a consequence of Theorem 4, alsof q
k(P, ρ) is preserved for anyk ≥ 1.
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Corollary 5 With the notations of Theorem 4 andk ≥ 1, a random projection̂π satisfies with high probability

(1− ε)f q
k (P, ρ) ≤ f q

k(π̂(P ), ρ) ≤ (1 + ε)f q
k (P, ρ).

Proof: Let F = {F1, . . . , Fk} denote an optimal collection ofq-flats, that is, for anyp ∈ P , the closest flat in
F has distance at mostf q

k (P, ρ). LetPi ⊆ P be the set of points closest toFi, for i = 1, . . . , k. Note thatFi is
the optimalq-flat for Pi, in other words, it realizesf q

1 (Pi, ρ).3 Using Theorem 4 on the subsetsPi, we get for
ρ < ∞ that

f q
k(π̂(P ), ρ) ≤

k
∑

i=0

f q
1 (π̂(Pi), ρ) ≤

k
∑

i=0

(1 + ε)f q
1 (Pi, ρ) = (1 + ε)f q

k (P, ρ),

proving the second part of the inequality. The first part follows the same way considering an optimalF for
π̂(P ). The caseρ = ∞ is analogous, replacing all sums by max. �

3 Improved Coreset for Projective Clustering.
In this section, we will show an improved bound forC∞(q, ε) with q ≥ 1, that is, for the size of a coreset for
MEC and its higher-dimensional counterparts. Recall from Theorem 4 that the size of these coresets defines the
dimension of the projected space required to preserve the corresponding structure. That implies that knowing
good bounds forC∞(q, ε) is useful, even if no algorithm for computing a coreset of that size is available. We
free ourselves from algorithmic considerations in this section and prove the following structural result:

Theorem 6 For any point setP ⊂ R
d andq ≥ 1, there is a setS ⊂ P of O(q3/ε2) points such that the affine

subspace spanned byS contains anε-approximateq-flat.

The main difficulty of the proof is the case of lines, namelyq = 1, and the majority of the remaining section
will deal with this case. Therefore, we simplify our notations for the case of lines: Let the distance between a
line ℓ and a pointp, denoted byd(p, ℓ), be the distance ofp to its closest point onℓ. For a point setP ⊂ R

d,
let ℓopt be the line that minimizes the maximum distance to any point in P . We refer toℓopt as theminimum
enclosing cylinder, or just MEC. For any lineℓ, the maximum distance fromℓ to any point inP is referred to
as theradius of ℓ. Let ropt be the radius ofℓopt. We call a lineℓ anε-approximate cylinder, if its maximum
distance to any point inP is at most(1 + ε)ropt. We re-state Theorem 6 for the caseq = 1:

Theorem 7 For any point setP ⊂ R
d, there is a coresetS ⊆ P ofO(1/ε2) points such that the affine subspace

spanned byS contains anε-approximate1-cylinder.

Notations and preliminary observations. For p ∈ P and any lineℓ, let πℓ(p) denote the (orthogonal)
projection ofp ontoℓ. We letIℓ(P ) denote the smallest interval onℓ which contains the projection of all points,
i.e., the set{πℓ(p) | p ∈ P}. Let wℓ(P ) denote the length of this interval; we refer towℓ(P ) aswidth of P
along the lineℓ. When there is no ambiguity about the point setP , we just writeIℓ, andwℓ. Letw := wℓopt and
I := Iℓopt . For any point setP , the diameter ofP , diam(P ), denotes the length of the farthest pair of points in
P . Clearly,wℓ ≤ diam(P ) for any line. Moreover, triangle inequality implies thatdiam(P ) ≤ w + 2ropt by
projecting a diametral pair of points toℓopt. Therefore,

wℓ ≤ w + 2ropt. (1)

for any lineℓ. The distance of a lineℓ from ℓopt is defined as

pdist(ℓ) := max
p∈I

d(p, ℓ),

3Forρ = ∞, this is not necessarily true for any optimal solution, but we can replace everyq-flat with the optimal one wlog

5



Note thatpdist is defined only with respect toI ⊂ ℓopt. The following statement follows directly from the
definition and triangle inequality:

Proposition 8 For any lineℓ with pdist(ℓ) ≤ εropt, ℓ is anε-approximate cylinder.

Moreover, the following simple fact will be used several times in the proofs of this section:

Proposition 9 For a line segmente and a pointc ∈ R
d, the functiond : e → R, x 7→ ‖x− c‖ has its maximum

at one endpoint ofe. Moreover, any point in the interior ofe has a function value that is strictly smaller than
the maximum.

Proof Outline. We proof Theorem 7 for the casesw ≤ 6ropt and forw > 6ropt separately4:
Whenw > 6ropt, we define an iterative procedure to construct the coreset. During each iteration, we

maintain not just the subspace, but also a candidate line. After each iteration of the procedure, we show that
either the angle between the candidate line andℓopt or the distance of the candidate line fromI improves
significantly. Finally, we show that both events can only happen at mostO(1/ε2) times. Therefore, after
O(1/ε2) iterations, the candidate line is withinεropt from I implying that it is anε-approximate cylinder. This
construction procedure is similar to the procedure of [23].However, we prove a faster convergence rate leading
to a small sized coreset.

Whenw ≤ 6ropt, the problem behaves somewhat like the MEB problem. We exploit the fact that there
are small MEB-coresets of sizeO(1/ε) and derive a MEC-coreset of sizeO(1/ε2) from it. Our construction
reveals a high-level analogy between MEB- and MEC-approximations: while the center of an MEB-coreset, as
defined by B̆adiou and Clarkson [10] can be at a (fairly large) distance of

√
εr̂ from the optimal center5, that

approximate center is still within a distance(1+ε)r̂ to all points inP . The same way, the line that we construct
does not necessarily form a small angle with the optimal cylinder, but we ensure that the distance of every point
in P to this line is at most(1 + ε)ropt.

Coresets for smallw. We assume thatw ≤ 6ropt. The following statement follows from a lemma by Barany
and Füredi [9, p.323]; see also [22, Remark 2.9]: There is a coresetE1 ⊆ P of O(1/ε2) points such that the
affine subspace spanned byE1 contains a pointo which is at a distance(ε/3)ropt from ℓopt, i.e.,

d(o, ℓopt) = (ε/3)ropt.

We start our construction by assuming thatE1 ando are given to us, and we makeo the origin of our coordinate
system. We will construct anε-approximate cylinder througho.

Let P ′ ⊆ P be the points inP with distance at least(1 + ε)ropt from the origin. We find a solution forP ′

instead ofP , because for points inP \ P ′, any line through the origin will be in distance at most(1 + ε)ropt.
Let ℓ′opt be the line through the origin that yields the cylinder with the smallest radius forP ′. Note that this
cylinder has a radius of at most(1 + ε/3)ropt. The hyperplane through the origin and orthogonal toℓ′opt splits
R
d in two halfspacesH− andH+. No point ofP ′ can lie on the hyperplane because then, its distance to the

origin would be at most(1 + ε/3)ropt. Next, we construct a point setQ ⊂ H− by reflecting points inH+:

Q := {p | p ∈ P ′ ∩H−} ∪ {−p | p ∈ P ′ ∩H+}

Notice thatℓ′opt is the line through the origin that minimizes the maximum distance to all points inQ.
Lethhigh andhlow be hyperplanes orthogonal toℓ′opt through the endpoints ofIℓ′opt(Q), with hlow being the

hyperplane with larger distance to the origin. In other words,hhigh andhlow are the hyperplanes with distance
equal to the width ofQ alongℓ′opt.

4We emphasize once more that we need to show only existence of small-sized coresets, so we assume thatℓopt is given to us.
5herer̂ is the radius of the optimal minimum enclosing ball.
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Let Q′ := π(Q,hlow). The lineℓ′opt is orthogonal tohlow and therefore, its projection tohlow is a point
which we denote byc. In Lemma 11, we show thatc is the center of the minimum enclosing ball ofQ′. By [10],
Q′ has an ε2

3600 -coreset for MEB of size⌈3600/ε2⌉.6 Let E2 ⊂ Q denote the set of points whose projections
define this MEB-coreset, and letc′ denote the center of the projected points. Letℓ′ be the line parallel toℓ′opt
throughc′. Let o′ be the point of intersection ofℓ′ with the convex hull ofE2.

The line ℓ througho and o′ lies in the affine subspace spanned byE1 ∪ E2. We claim thatℓ is an ε-
approximate cylinder. This completes the coreset construction for ε-approximate cylinder for small widths.

Using the facts that all points inQ are at a distance greater than(1 + ε)ropt from the origin, we get the
following properties for the hyperplaneshlow andhhigh.

Lemma 10 d(o, hhigh) ≥
√
εropt andd(o, hlow) ≤ 8ropt.

Proof: For the first part, consider a pointq ∈ Q and letq′ be its projection onℓ′opt. Because the triangleoqq′

has a right angle atq′, we have that
‖q′‖2 = ‖q‖2 − ‖q − q′‖2.

Note that‖q‖ ≥ (1 + ε)ropt becauseq ∈ Q, and‖q − q′‖ ≤ 1 + ε
3 because of the definition ofℓopt. Therefore,

‖q′‖2 ≥ (1 + ε)2ropt − (1 +
ε

3
)2ropt,

which leads to‖q′‖ ≥ (
√

4
3ε+

8
9ε

2)ropt ≥
√
εropt.

For the second part, recall that the width ofℓ′opt is at mostw+2ropt by (1). By construction, the intersection
point of ℓ′opt andhlow is in I(ℓ′opt). But the origin is inI(ℓ′opt) as well, because it was constructed as a point in
the convex hull ofP . Therefore, the distance of these two points is at mostw + 2ropt ≤ 8ropt. �

The following lemma establishes that the intersection point of ℓ′opt with hlow is the center of MEB ofQ′.

Lemma 11 c is the center of the MEB ofQ′.

Proof: Assume for a contradiction thatQ′ has an MEB center̃c 6= c. Let ℓ̃ denote the line through the origin
andc̃. We will show thatℓ̃ yields a smaller cylinder thanℓ′opt which is a contradiction to the definition ofℓ′opt.

Let r denote the distance ofℓ′opt from the farthest point inQ. Let r̃ be the radius of the smallest enclosing

ball ofQ′ that is centered atc. Clearly,r̃ < r. Fix a pointq ∈ Q, let q̃ be its projection tõℓ andq′ its projection
to hlow. The distancedq := ‖q − q̃‖ is equal to the distance ofq′ to some point on the interior of the line
segmentcc̃. By Proposition 9, the distance ofq to ℓ̃ is therefore strictly less thanmax{r, r̃} = r, so the cylinder
aroundℓ̃ with radiusr̃ is a smaller cylinder than the one defined byℓ′opt. �

Lemma 12 ‖c− c′‖ ≤ ε
30ropt.

Proof: Consider the hyperplane throughc orthogonal tocc′. There must be a pointq ∈ Q′ in the half-space
that does not containc′ whose distance toc is the meb radiusr (otherwise, we could move the center towards
c′, decreasing the radius; see [8] for a proof). Letθ be the angle atc in the trianglecc′q. By law of cosine,

‖c− c′‖2 = ‖q − c′‖2 − ‖q − c‖2 + 2‖q − c′‖‖q − c‖ cos θ.
Sinceθ ∈ [π/2, π], cos θ < 0, so we can remove the last term for an upper bound. Also, by thecoreset property,
‖c′ − q‖ ≤ (1+ ε2

3600 )r, and we know thatr ≤ (1+ ε
3)ropt ≤ 4

3ropt because it equals the radius of the cylinder
of ℓ′opt. Therefore,

‖c− c′‖2 ≤ (1 +
ε2

3600
)2r2 − r2 =

16

9
(

ε2

1800
+

ε4

36002
)r2opt ≤

ε2

900
r2opt,

6The constant seems unnecessary high, but we have not tried tooptimize it in this work.
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which proves our claim. �

We can now prove correctness of our construction for the caseof smallw:

Lemma 13 Any point inQ has distance at most(1 + ε)ropt from ℓ.

Proof: Fix any pointq ∈ Q and letq′ be its projection tohlow. Let c′′ be the point of intersection ofℓ andhlow.
It is sufficient to show that‖q′ − c′′‖ ≤ (1 + ε)ropt: Since‖q′ − c‖ ≤ (1 + ε/3)ropt, and the distance ofq to
ℓ is realized by the distance ofq′ to some point in the line segment fromc to c′′. If the distance ofq′ to c′′ is at
most(1 + ε)ropt, the result follows from Proposition 9.

We claim first that‖c− c′′‖ ≤
√
ε
3 ropt: Indeed, the slope ofℓ with respect toℓ′opt is at most

√
ε

30 because the
distance ofo′ to ℓ′opt equals the distance ofc′ to c which is at mostε30ropt by Lemma 12 and the distance ofc to
the projection ofo′ to ℓ′opt is at least

√
εropt by Lemma 10. The distance of the origin tohlow is at most8ropt,

again by Lemma 10; it follows that the distance of the lines onhlow is at most8
√
ε

30 ropt ≤
√
ε
3 ropt. Observe that

c, c′, andc′′ are colinear by construction. We first consider the triangleq′cc′, and letθ denote the angle atc. If
θ ≤ π/2, we have that

‖q′ − c′′‖2 ≤ ‖q′ − c‖2 + ‖c− c′′‖2 ≤ (1 +
ε

3
)2r2opt +

ε

9
r2opt ≤ (1 + ε)r2opt

and therefore,‖q′ − c′′‖ ≤ (1 + ε)ropt as well. Ifθ ≥ π/2, we use the law of cosines to obtain

cos θ =
‖q′ − c′‖2 − ‖q′ − c‖2 − ‖c− c′‖2

2‖q′ − c‖2‖c− c′‖

Using the law of cosines again on the triangleq′cc′′ and replacingcos θ by the expression above, we get

‖q′ − c′′‖2 = ‖q′ − c‖2 + ‖c− c′′‖2 − ‖c− c′′‖
‖c− c′‖ (‖q

′ − c′‖2 − ‖q′ − c‖2 − ‖c− c′‖2)

= ‖q′ − c‖2 + ‖c− c′′‖2 + ‖c− c′′‖
‖c− c′‖ (‖c − c′‖2 − (‖q′ − c′‖2 − ‖q′ − c‖2))

Becauseθ > π/2, we know that‖q′ − c′‖ > ‖q′ − c‖, so we can bound

‖q′ − c′′‖2 ≤ ‖q′ − c‖2 + ‖c− c′′‖2 + ‖c− c′′‖‖c − c′‖ ≤ (1 +
ε

3
)2r2opt +

ε

9
r2opt +

ε3/2

30
r2opt ≤ (1 + ε)r2opt.

�

The case of largew Next, we construct a coreset for the case wherew > 6ropt. Given ℓopt, we give an
iterative process to construct a coreset of sizeO(1/ε2) such that the affine subspace spanned by this coreset
contains an approximate solution.

Construction. Let u, v ∈ P be the two points whose projections bound the intervalI, that is, they are the
extremal points ofP with respect to the direction ofℓopt. We initialize the candidate lineℓ(0) to be the line
uv. For i ≥ 1, while ℓ(i−1) has distance more than(1 + ε)ropt from some point inP , we update the candidate
line in thei-th step toℓ(i) as follows: Letq be a point ofP that is furthest away fromℓ(i−1), and letE be the
plane spanned byℓ(i−1) andq. We set the projection ofℓopt to E as our new candidate lineℓ(i). After at most
O(1/ε2) steps, we have our coreset.
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Proof Overview: In theith iteration, letθi be the angle betweenℓ(i) andℓ(i−1) and letφi be the angle between
ℓ(i) andℓopt.

We call an iteration of our construction to be asmall angle iterationif the angleθi satisfiessin θi ≤ εropt
4w .

We refer to all other steps aslarge angle iteration.
The proof proceeds by proving the following statements: Forthe initial line ℓ(0), both its angle and its

distance toℓopt are fairly small, but not small enough to be an approximate cylinder (Lemma 14 and Lemma 18).
As i increases, the angle ofℓ(i) with ℓopt and distance (pdist) to ℓopt is always non-increasing. (Corollary 16
and Lemma 19). In each large angle iterations, the angle toℓopt reduces significantly (Corollary 16), so that
afterO(1/ε2) large angle iterations, the angle toℓopt is so small that no further large angle iteration can happen
anymore (Lemma 17). For small angle iterations, the distance (pdist) to ℓopt reduces significantly (Lemma 22),
so that afterO(1/ε2) small angle iterations, the distance drops belowεropt, and we have constructed anε-
approximate cylinder (Theorem 23).

We continue with filling in the details of our construction. We begin by proving that the initial angle is not
too large.

Lemma 14 tanφ0 ≤ 2ropt
w .

Proof: Recall thatℓ(0) contains pointsu andv whose projections ontoℓopt define the intervalI. Consider the
line ℓ′opt parallel toℓopt that passes throughu. Becauseℓopt with radiusropt is the optimal cylinder, the distance
of ℓopt to ℓ′opt is at mostropt. The distance ofℓopt to v is also at mostropt. By triangle inequality, the distance
of ℓ′opt andv is at most2ropt. Let v′ be the projection ofv onto ℓ′opt. The line segmentvv′ is orthogonal to
ℓ′opt. The result follows from considering the right angled triangle uvv′, with ‖uv‖ = w, vv′ = 2ropt and has
angleφ0 atu. �

This following lemma quantifies the amount of improvement inφi whenθi is large. This helps us bound
the number of large angle steps in Corollary 16.

Lemma 15 Let ℓ be a line not orthogonal to a planeE. Letℓ′ denote its projection and letφ′ denote the angle
betweenℓ and ℓ′. Let ℓ′′ be a line inE obtained by rotatingℓ′ by an angle ofθ. Letφ′′ denote the angle ofℓ
andℓ′′. Then,

cosφ′′ = cosφ′ cos θ

Proof: Wlog, we can assume that all three lines intersect in a commonpointo. Leta be a point onℓ of distance
1 from o, let b ∈ ℓ′ be its projection onℓ′. Within E, the line throughb orthogonal toℓ′ intersectsℓ′′ in a
point which we denote byc. We can determine the side lengths of all edges of the tetrahedronoabc: The length
of oa is 1. Sinceoab is orthogonal with right angle atb and angleφ′ at o, we have that|ob| = cosφ′ and
|ab| = sinφ′. Since the triangleobc is orthogonal atb and has angleθ at o, we know that|bc| = tan θ cosφ′

and|oc| = cosφ′/ cos θ. Finally, the triangleabc is orthogonal atb and therefore|ac|2 = |bc|2 + |ab|2.
Now, we consider the triangleoac (without right angle) which has angleφ′′ ato. By the law of cosines

|ac|2 = |oa|2 + |oc|2 − 2|oa||oc| cos φ′′,

9



and plugging in everything yields

cosφ′′ =
1 + cos2 φ′

cos2 θ
− tan2 θ cos2 φ′ − sin2 φ′

2 cos φ′

cos θ

=
cos2 φ′ + cos2 φ′

cos2 θ
− tan2 θ cos2 φ′

2 cos φ′

cos θ

=
cosφ′

2

(

cos θ +
1

cos θ
− sin2 θ

cos θ

)

=
cosφ′

2 cos θ

(

cos2 θ + 1− sin2 θ
)

= cosφ′ cos θ

�

Corollary 16 In our algorithm, the sequenceφi for i ≥ 0 is non-increasing. Moreover, if thei-th step is a
large angle update, we have that

cosφi >

√

1

1−
( εropt

4w

)2 cosφi−1.

Proof: Using Lemma 15, it holds in each step of the algorithm that

cosφi =
cosφi−1

cos θi
.

Sincecos(θi) ≤ 1, this shows that the(cosφi)i≥0 is increasing, so the angles are decreasing. Moreover, if the
i-th step is an large angle update, we have by definition that

sin θi >
εropt
4w

and this implies the second claim exploiting thatsin θi =
√
1− cos2 θi. �

The previous lemma shows that if the angle between two consecutive candidates is large, we are making
substantial improvement in the angle with respect to the optimal line ℓopt. A simple calculation shows that
because we start with a not too large angle (Lemma 14), the angle becomes very small afterO(1/ε2) steps.

Lemma 17 After at most(64/ε2 +2) large angle updates, the angleφ between a candidateℓ andℓopt satisfies

sinφ ≤ εropt
4w

.

In particular, all further iterations are small angle updates.

Proof: Consider the non-increasing sequence(φi). We know thatφ0 ≤ arctan(2ropt/w). Let φ denote an
element of the sequence afterk large angle updates. By Corollary 16, we know that

cosφ >

(

√

1

1−
( εropt

4w

)2

)k

cosφ0
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The condition thatsinφ ≤ εropt
4w is equivalent tocosφ ≥

√

1

1−(
εropt

4w )
2 . Now, sincecos arctan(x) =

√

1
1+x2 ,

if k satisfies
√

1

1−
(εropt

4w

)2 <

(

√

1

1−
(εropt

4w

)2

)k√
√

√

√

1

1 +
4r2opt
w2

,

we know that afterk iterations,sinφ ≤ εropt
4w . Solving fork yields that the angle will be sufficiently small after

k0 :=
log 1 +

(

2ropt
w

)2

log 1

1−(
εropt

4w )
2

+ 2

iterations. Usinglog(1 + x) ≤ x for all x ≥ 0 andlog 1
1−x ≥ x for all 0 < x < 1, it follows that

k0 =
log 1 +

(

2ropt
w

)2

log 1

1−(
εropt

4w )
2

+ 2 ≤
4r2opt
w2

ε2r2opt
16w2

+ 2 =
64

ε2
+ 2.

For the second statement, note that Lemma 15 implies that

cos θi+1 =
cosφi

cosφi+1
≥ cosφi.

It follows thatθi+1 is a small angle, and the same argument applies for anyθj with j ≥ i+ 1. �

After these angle considerations, we now turn to the distance toℓopt with respect topdist. For convenience,
we writedi := pdist(ℓ(i)) for i ≥ 0.

Lemma 18 d0 ≤ ropt

Proof: Consider the functionf : I → R, p 7→ d(p, ℓ(0)). By construction,f takes value at mostropt at the
boundary ofI becauseℓ(0) goes through the pointsu andv whose projections onℓopt definesI (by construc-
tion). By Proposition 9, the functionf is smaller thanropt throughout the intervalI. �

Lemma 19 For anyi ≥ 0, di+1 ≤ di.

Proof: Fix anyp ∈ I. Let e denote the plane thatℓ(i) andℓ(i+1) are contained in. By construction, the closest
point one to p is onℓ(i+1). It follows thatd(p, ℓ(i)) ≥ d(p, ℓ(i+1)) and therefore,di ≥ di+1. �

The last step is to show that, in small angle iterations,di improves “significantly”. In order to do that, we need
a preparatory result: Fix a lineℓ. For anyp ∈ I, there is a closest pointg(p) on ℓ. Define theinteresting region
of ℓ as the convex hull ofIℓ and allg(p) with p ∈ I.

Lemma 20 The interesting region of anyℓ(i) has length at most2w.

Proof: Setℓ := ℓ(i). Now, fix p ∈ P , let p̃ denote its projection toℓopt andp∗ its projection toℓ. Moreover, let
p′ be the point onℓ with minimum distance tõp. Note that by triangle inequality,‖p−p′‖ ≤ ‖p−p̃‖+‖p̃−p′‖ ≤
ropt + ropt = 2ropt. Since the trianglepp∗p′ has a right angle atp∗, it follows that the length of‖p∗ − p′‖ is
also at most2ropt. Therefore, the length of the interesting region is boundedbyw(I)+4ropt which is bounded
w + 6ropt by (1). Sincew ≥ 6ropt is assumed, the statement follows. �

Next, we show that ifℓ(i) andℓ(i+1) have a small angle, their interesting regions are well-separated:
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Lemma 21 Let the angle ofℓ(i) andℓ(i+1) be small. Letp be a point in the interesting region ofℓ(i+1). Then,
d(p, ℓ(i)) ≥ εropt

3 .

Proof: Sinceℓ(i) andℓ(i+1) lie in a common plane, we can assume wlog thatℓ(i+1) is aligned with thex-axis
and the distance toℓ(i) is given by the functionf : x 7→ mx+ n induced byℓ(i) where the slopem is given by
tan θ with θ the angle of the two lines.

By construction ofℓ(i+1), there exists a pointq ∈ P that has distance more than(1 + ε)ropt to ℓ(i) and
distance at mostropt to ℓ(i+1). Let qi+1 denote the closest point toq on ℓ(i+1). The distance ofqi+1 to ℓ(i) is at
leastεropt, or equivalently,f(qi+1) ≥ εropt. Now, consider an arbitrary pointpi+1 in the interesting region of
ℓ(i+1); sinceqi+1 is in the interesting region,‖pi+1− qi+1‖ ≤ 2w. It follows thatf(pi+1) ≥ εropt− tan θ ·2w.
Now, since we know thatθ ≤ arcsin

εropt
4w , it follows easily thatcos θ ≥ 3

4 for w ≥ 6ropt and0 ≤ ε ≤ 1 (using
cos arcsin(x) =

√
1− x2). We can thus bound

f(pi+1) ≥ εropt −
sin θ

cos θ
2w ≥ εropt −

εropt
4w
3
4

2w =
εropt
3

.

�

With Lemma 21, showing that the distance drops significantlyis just an application of the Pythagorean
theorem.

Lemma 22 If the angle ofℓ(i) andℓ(i+1) is small,di+1 ≤ di − ε2ropt
36 .

Proof: Let p ∈ I be the point with maximum distance toℓ(i+1). Let pi+1 be the point onℓ(i+1) realizing this
distance, and letpi be the point onℓ(i) that realizes the distanced(p, ℓ(i)). Sinceppi+1 is orthogonal to the
plane containingℓ(i) andℓ(i+1), we have that

‖p− pi‖2 = ‖p − pi+1‖2 + ‖pi − pi+1‖2

Note that‖p − pi+1‖ = di+1 by construction, and‖pi − pi+1‖ ≥ εropt
3 by the Lemma 21, becausepi+1 is in

the interesting region. Therefore, we have that

‖p− pi‖ ≥

√

d2i+1 +
ε2r2opt

9
.

Now, because
√
x2 + a ≥ x+ a

4 for any0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and0 ≤ a ≤ 1, we have that

di ≥ ‖p − pi‖ ≥ di+1 +
ε2ropt
36

.

�

Theorem 23 Afterk = O(1/ε2) iterations,ℓ(k) is anε-approximate cylinder.

Proof: By Lemma 22, every small angle update improvesdi by an additive value ofε
2

36 . Becaused0 ≤ ropt and
di is non-increasing, the algorithm can perform at most36

ε2 small angle updates. As shown in Lemma 17, the
number of updates with non-small angle is also bounded byO(1/ε2). �
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Extension to q-flats Based on our result for cylinders, we can derive the coreset bound from Theorem 6
following the approach from [22]. For a fixedq ≥ 1, let Fopt denote the optimalq-flat, that is, theq-flat that
minimizes the maximal distance to points inP . As before, letropt denote this distance. We call aq-flat F an
ε-approximateq-flat if its maximal distance toP is at most(1 + ε)ropt.

As in the cylinder case, we can find a subset ofO(1/ε2) points whose span contains a pointo in distance at
most(ε/3)ropt from Fopt [9, 22]. We defineo as the origin of the coordinate system.

Lemma 24 (Lemma 3.4 in [22]) There is a subsetS ⊂ P of O(q/ε2) points such that the linear subspace
spanned byS contains aq-flat F througho such that the maximal distance ofF toP is (1 + ε)qropt.

Proof: We prove the statement by induction onq, noting that the base caseq = 1 follows from Theorem 7. For
q > 1, we letv1, . . . , vd be an orthogonal basis whose firstq vectors spanFopt. Let π : Rd → R

d−k+1 denote
the projection tovq, . . . , vd. Note thatπ(vq) defines a lineℓ in projected space and the maximal distance to a
point inP is preciselyropt. Moreover,ℓ defines the optimal cylinder of the projected points becauseotherwise,
we could find aq-flat with a smaller radius. Using Theorem 7, there is a subsetof O(1/ε2) points containing a
line ℓ′ with maximal distance(1+ε)ropt toπ(P ). It follows that theq-flatF ′ which is spanned byv1, . . . , vd−1

andℓ′ has maximal distance(1 + ε)ropt toP .
We letw1 denote the unit vector that spansℓ′, and we consider an orthogonal basisw1, . . . , wd next. We

defineσ : Rd → R
d−1 as the projection tow2, . . . , wd. We use the induction hypothesis on the setP ∗ := σ(P ):

There areO((q − 1)/ε2) points such that their linear subspace contains a(q − 1)-flat F ∗ througho such that
its maximal distance toP is (1 + ε)q−1r∗opt, wherer∗opt is the radius of the optimal(q − 1)-flat for P ∗. We
defineF as theq-flat spanned byF ∗ andw1. It lies in the span ofO(q/ε2) points and its distance toP equals
the distance ofF ∗ = σ(F ) toP ∗ = σ(P ), which is(1 + ε)q−1r∗opt. We only need to boundr∗opt: Note that the
distance ofF ′ to P is equal to the distance ofσ(F ′) to σ(P ) (becauseF ′ containsℓ′). Therefore,r∗opt cannot
be more than(1 + ε)ropt which completes the proof. �

Note that with this lemma, Theorem 6 follows directly by noting that(1 + ε/(2k))k ≤ 1 + ε.

4 Applications
Streaming algorithms for projective clustering We consider the projective clustering problem in a stream-
ing context. In this setup, we do not return the cluster centers (theq-flats) but only anε-approximation of
f q
k(P, ρ). We letS(n, d, q, k, ε, ρ) be the space complexity for this problem. We assume thatn, the size of the

stream, is known in advance.
Setm := Cρ(q, ε) log n/ε

2. For our streaming algorithm, we initially choose ad × m projection matrix
uniformly at random which is stored throughout the algorithm. Furthermore, we maintain the workspace of
a streaming algorithm that computes an approximation of theconsidered projective clustering problem inm
dimensions. When a new pointp ∈ R

d arrives, we compute the projection of the pointπ̂(p) ∈ R
m and treat this

as an input to them-dimensional streaming algorithm. We return the output value of them-dimensional stream-
ing algorithm as our result. The correctness of the approach(with high probability) follows from Corollary 5.
The space complexity isO(dm+ S(n,m, q, k, ε, ρ)).

We consider the case ofρ = ∞. Using our improved coreset bound of Theorem 6 forq ≥ 1, by simply
storing all projected points inO(m) dimensions, we get a space complexity ofO((d + n)m) = O((d +
n)q3 log n/ε4). Similarly, for q = 0, we obtainO((d+ n) log n/ε3), which is much smaller than the input size
of O(dn) and not too far from the lower bound ofΩ(n) [3].

For k-means (q = 0, ρ = 2) and k-median (q = 0, ρ = 2) clustering, there are streaming algo-
rithms that takeO(d2k2/ε2 log8 n) work space [11]. Furthermore, we have thatC2(0, ε) = O(1/ε); this
follows as a straight-forward application of sparse greedyoptimization using the Franke-Wolfe algorithm [13],
and C1(0, ε) = O(1/ε2 log 1/ε), by a straight-forward modification of the construction in [8, Thm 3.2]
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It follows that our algorithm approximates, with high probability, the value off0
k (P, 2) (k-means) with a

space complexity ofO(d log n/ε3 + k2/ε8 log10 n) and off1
k (P, 2) (k-median) with a space complexity of

O(d log n/ε4 + k2/ε10 log 1/ε log10 n) Both results are significant improvement whend andn are of the same
order of magnitude.

Approximate Projective Clustering. For a setP of n points inRd, letT (n, d, q, k, ε, ρ) denote the complex-
ity to computek q-flatsF thatε-approximate the optimal solution, that is,

∑

p∈P (d(p,F))ρ ≤ (1+ε)f q
k (P, ρ).

We design a new algorithm as follows: Setε′ := ε/5. First, we randomly project the input point set fromd to
m := O(Cρ(q, ε

′) log n/ε′2) dimensions. LetP ′ be this set of projected points. Then, we (ε′-approximately)
solve the same problem forP ′ in m dimensions, using some algorithm for this problem as a blackbox. The
computed solution clustersP ′ in k subsets of points that are closest to a particularq-flat in the solution. We let
P 1, . . . P k be the pre-image of thesek clusters and assume wlog thatP i ∩ P j = ∅. For each of thek clusters
computed, sayP i, we compute anε′-approximation of the best fittingq-flat. We return the collection of these
k q-flats as our solution.

We argue why the obtained solution is indeed anε-approximate optimal solution with high probability. Let
F = {F1, . . . , Fk} be the result of the algorithm. By construction, and with Theorem 4, we know that

∑

p∈P
(d(p,F))ρ =

k
∑

i=0

∑

p∈Pi

(d(p, Fi))
ρ ≤ (1 + ε′)

k
∑

i=0

f q
1 (Pi, ρ) ≤ (1 + ε′)2

k
∑

i=0

f q
1 (π̂(Pi), ρ)

with high probability. Moreover, we know that the clustering π̂(P1), . . . , π̂(Pk) induces anε′-approximate
optimal clustering. Combined with Corollary 5, we get that

(1 + ε′)2
k
∑

i=0

f q
1 (π̂(Pi), ρ) ≤ (1 + ε′)3f q

k (π̂(P ), ρ) ≤ (1 + ε′)4f q
k (P, ρ) ≤ (1 + ε)f q

k (P, ρ),

which proves correctness. The complexity of the algorithm is bounded by

O (dmn+ T (n,m, q, k, ε, ρ) + kmn+ T (n, d, q, 1, ε, ρ))

where the four terms correspond to the complexities of projecting the point set, computing the solution inm
dimensions, clustering the projected points, and computing q-flats for each cluster, respectively. As we can see,
d andk are decoupled in this bound.

As an example, we get thek-center problem by settingρ = ∞ andq = 0. Using the boundsC∞(0, ε) =
2/ε, T (n, d, 0, k, ε,∞) = O(nd2k log k/ε) andT (n, d, 0, 1, ε,∞) = O(nd

ε2
+ 1

ε5
) from [7], we get a running

time of

O(n log n2k log k/ε +
dn log n

ε3
).

Approximating Čech complexes 7 A standard tool in capturing topological properties of topological spaces
sampled by point cloud data is thěCech complex. It is usually defined to be thenerveof balls of some fixed
radiusα centered at the points from the sampleP , and denoted asCα(P ). An equivalent definition is that a
k-simplex{p0, . . . , pk} is in Cα(P ) if and only if the radius ofmeb(p0, . . . , pk) is at mostα.

The downside of̌Cech complexes is the size: Theird-skeleton can consist of up toO(nd) simplices. Recent
work suggests to work instead with an approximation of theČech complex [26] (or of the closely related
Vietoris-Rips complex [29] [17]). “Approximation” in thiscontext means that the persistence diagrams of the
modules induced by thěCech filtration and by the approximate filtration are close toeach other. Theorem 4 for
q = 0, k = 1 andρ = ∞ implies that the radius of MEBs is preserved for any subset. That implies immediately
thatČech complexes can be approximated byČech complexes in lower dimensions.

7Due to space restrictions, we omit a thorough introduction of the topological concepts used in this paragraph. See [26],or the
textbook [18] for more details
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Proposition 25 For 0 < ε ≤ c−1
c < 1 with c > 1 and arbitrary constant, a setP ⊂ R

d of n points, and
m = Θ(log(n)/ε3), a random projection̂π : Rd → R

m satisfies with high probability that

C(1−cε)α(P ) ⊆ Cα(π̂(P )) ⊆ C(1+cε)α(P ).

An interesting consequence of this statement is that aČech complex cannot have any significantly persistent
features in dimensions higher thanm. Independently from our work, Sheehy [30] recently showed aslightly
better result, projecting toΘ(log(n)/ε2) dimensions.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we demonstrated that random projections not only preserve pairwise-distances but also preserve a
wide class of clustering functions. Our proof technique exploits the existence of small-sized coresets for these
functions. Interestingly, we needed only an existence of a small-sized coreset without actually being concerned
about its computation time. This allowed us to design smaller coreset for the case of the projective clustering
problem for the case whereρ = ∞.

As applications, we have shown that our techniques improve approximation and streaming algorithms for
projective clustering. Our results use the simplest form ofrandom projection, namely, picking am-dimensional
subspace uniformly at random. The disadvantage is that the projection matrix is dense and costly to apply
to a point set; several restricted classes of projection matrices have been shown to lead to a better computa-
tional behavior, such as random{−1, 1}-matrices [1], matrices that allow fast multiplication [5]and matrices
well suited for sparse inputs [15, 14]. A combination with these results would further strengthen our improve-
ments. We remark that such a combination is not entirely straight-forward because it requires an analysis of the
concentration bounds of the underlying methods, similar toLemma 2 in this work.

Our results have direct implications for the approximationof Čech complexes. However, using the special-
ized nature of̌Cech complex, a better bound has been achieved by Sheehy [30]. We pose the question whether
our more general technique can be used to derive other approximation guarantees in topological contexts.
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